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CPL – Trendy compositions of decors

People strive to create their own world, when choosing their interior design. Quality, combinations of colours and decors underline the style of living. Today we distinguish between four trends of living styles: Modern, Country, Noblesse and Electric.
Atmosphere of tranquility, ease and finesse
Tender pastel colours fill interiors with a light and cozy living feeling. Current tints vary from light grey and beige to mint green, light blue and jeans.
The contemporary style „Modern“ stands for comfort and functionality. Flowing lines provide living spaces a sense of tranquility and cosiness. Different materials such as glass, wood and metal perfectly harmonise with each other. Selected decors for door refinement stand out due to their original structure and elegant shades.
Nature at home

Homely and cozy - that is what the interior style „Country“ stands for. This interior design combines a playful French and clear Scandinavian look. The composition of decors and colours attracts with its authentic charm of rustic wood and warmth. Memories of fragrant gardens, shady forests and fresh air become awake.

Country

AMERICAN WALNUT 60218
ESCHE SANTOS 14045

OAK SWEET GREY 10231
OAK ARIDA 10275
ONTARIO MAPLE 45024
Earth, water and sky

Natural and spice colours underline the rustic charm of wood-grain decors. Brown and green create a sense of security. Blue colours, which remind of sky and ocean, provide interiors an atmosphere of relaxation.
**Noblesse**

**Sophisticated muted colours**
Muted colours are ideal for an elegant interior design – this applies to both for dark as well as light colours. Subdued tones of creme, olive and purple in combination with dark decors perfectly harmonise with each other.
“Noblesse” combines traditional luxury and stylish elegance. Selected quality manifests itself in sophisticated details and fine materials. Warm, expressive decors in combination with muted colours create an exclusive atmosphere.

Noblesse

Elegant luxury

DARIMONT
32017

DARIMONT LIGHT
32016

NOYER DELEMONT
60164

ONTARIO MAPLE DARK
45025

EBONY
84015
Electric

Fresh colour contrasts for young living

The urban interior design „Electric“ emphasizes dynamic lifestyle and is often reflected in geometric shapes. Light woodgrains fit perfectly to vivid colour worlds and have a space-enlarging effect.
Rainbow colours without limits

The young living design „Electric“ is dominated by flashy accent colours: Bright yellow, green, blue, pink and red. These freshly vibrant colours, reminding of summer and holidays, bring good mood into living spaces.